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Greetings!
First of all, I’d like to thank those people who

showed up for the Halloween party.  I’d also like to
thank those people who were nice enough to tell me
they weren’t coming.  If you weren’t there, you
missed a fun time!  I think I made an error in hosting
the party on Halloween; this worked great a few
years ago, when nearly 25 people showed up, but
this year the crowd was way smaller.  We won’t be
holding our parties on the holiday date any more;
enough said on that subject.

On the subject of later holiday events, next up is the
Christmas party – which will be on the thirteenth of
December, well ahead of the holiday.    We hope to
see a lot of you then, and please feel free to bring
family and guests.  There will be lots of food, games,
a door prize or two, and plenty of fun.  

By the time you read this, we’ll have done our
annual ‘Christmas for Kids’ event, with the Trussville
Fire Department.  There will be a detailed report on
that in the next issue.

We’re also on the ‘downhill side’ of the calendar for
the Region Two Summit, which will be in early March
of 2004.  This is the biggest event in the region each
year for Starfleet, and I believe probably the best
regional event in Starfleet.  See me or Danny for fly-
ers, and make your hotel reservations as soon as
possible.

As you probably all know by now, in addition to my
duties as your chapter commanding officer, I’m the
chairman of the Starfleet International Conference
2004, which will be held at the Birmingham Marriott
on July 29 through August 1, next year.  We’ve
planned a full weekend of activities for all ages,

including a trip to Vulcan and the McWane center,
two Star Trek guests, and fun and educational events
all weekend.  We’re also looking for a person to be a
staff head, of our Transportation department.  This
person would be responsible for organizing trans-
portation of our guests who will be flying in or driving
in on bus lines, getting them to the hotel and back to
their terminal.  If you’re interested, please contact
me.

You’ve no doubt noticed that the club treasury is
very healthy, due to a bunch of renewals and a very
successful garage sale.  Because of this, I’m going to
waive the ‘donation jar’ at our social meetings for the
near future – so no need to worry about chipping in
for the food or drinks, as long as the treasury is look-
ing anywhere near this good.  We’ll also continue to
have small prizes for our games, at either the busi-
ness or social meeting each month.

See you soon!
Pete
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Greetings all!

Let me take a moment and thank everyone who called
and/or checked on me during my bout with sickness last
month. Out of the entire month of October, I only managed
to get to work about seven days, which is not a good thing.

The short of it is, we’ve identified the problem and we’re
on a proper course of treatment for it now. I’ll be on this
round of medication through the end of November, so if I’m
still a little sluggish at times, you’ll know why!

Promotions haven’t been moving along much recently,
and I’d like to see a few folks who have been stagnant for
a while get back into the thick of things so we can move
forward with higher promotions for you. The main thing
you can do is take and complete the Officer’s Training
School (OTS) and the Officer’s Command College (OCC)
courses. While these aren’t mandatory for lower promo-
tions, they are required to move to the higher ranks, and I
can guarantee you that Starfleet will not approve anyone
to a rank above Commander without both of these cours-
es.

We’ve had a lot of visitors recently at gatherings. In the
last month, we’ve had two visitors to the Business meet-
ing, and one visitor to the Matrix movie viewing. In the two

months prior to that, there were several more people that
came by to check us out. The number one thing you can
do to help with recruiting for this chapter is to show up to
meetings so new recruits can get a good idea what the
chapter as a whole is like! 

Incidentally, this also saves the chapter money, since
we can hand you your Anvils, instead of having to mail
them. Mark and Pam are excluded from this!!

The Christmas party is coming up on December 13,
and I’d like to see our typical Christmas turnout. I’ve
already heard from two other Starfleet chapters that plan
to attend, so we’re likely to have as big a crowd as ever!
Don’t miss this one!

I’m sure Dennis would love to see more people submit-
ting book reviews, movie reviews, news, or even cookie
recipes for the Anvil. The more stuff that is submitted, the
easier his job becomes!

Overall, I’d just like to encourage people to participate
in any way possible. Come to meetings, come to parties,
or just send something to the Anvil. There is no level of
participation too small!

See you next month!

Greetings,

Just wanted to take a minute to remind everyone that the
deadline for submissions for the next Anvil is Dec, 9th.
Like this month that is a week earlier and will allow me to
get it out during the holiday rush.

Please take a small bit of your holiday time and get

those submissions ready and in to me.  Remember to
send them to TheAnvil@charter.net.

I hope you all have a wonderful holiday season and I
hope to see you all at the upcoming Hephaestus
Christmas Party.  

Dennis
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There will be a change in the format of the R2 Science
Newsletter EXPLORATION. The change is that the
newsletter will be in e-mail form only as of the Dec. issue.
Due to the cost of mail and that of the large number of
returned mail, I will be e-mailing the newsletter only. Each

CO, RDC ~ Science, FDC Science, and
those whom request a copy of the
newsletter that have e-mail will recieve
an issue. I will not be mailing amy
newsletters! Anyone wanting to be
included in this list may e-mail me with
the RE: Exploration List.

Capt. Neil Yawn
Region 2 RDC Science
CMOSNUFFY@aol.com

TDJFODF
SFQPSU

BY CAPTAIN NEIL YAWN

All times, dates and locations are subject to change.
Please contact Pete Mohney or any other command
officer before attending meetings if you haven’t been
in touch recently.

December 1 business meeting
December 2 Lord of the Rings: Return of the King (tent.)
December 6/7 Christmas for Kids, at Wal-Mart?
Dec 13 Christmas party
January 5 business meeting
January 16 social meeting
February 2 business meeting
February 20 social meeting
March 1 business meeting, Barnes and Noble, Riverchase
March 12-14 Region 2 Summit, Gulfport, Mississippi
March 19 social meeting, Mohneys’ house
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by Denby Potts

The November Business meeting was held at Barnes
and Noble, and after a long absence, we were able to hear
the long lost ‘Starfleet 101’ speech! This was due to two
visitors to the meeting who found us on the internet. The
current Star Trek publications on-file at Barnes and Noble
were presented, and a few were even purchased!

Pete shared with those present the outcome of the

Halloween party. The Potts’ shared their month-
long excursion into the land of sinus problems,
which kept them away from the club for some time.
A quick decision was made to have a Matrix view-
ing outing on November 8. 

The upcoming Region 2 Summit and SFI
International Conference were briefly discussed,
and department heads present made their reports.
This was followed up by a round of Star Trek Uno,

and general discussion that lasted so long, Danny was
unable to purchase any books before the store closed!

The Halloween party was held on October 31.  A combi-
nation of illnesses, car trouble, and just inability to attend
brought the crowd down to a very small group.  Those who
were there, had a lot of fun, though.  There was a lot of
food, drinks, some good movies, and a few trick or treaters
came by.  Everyone present wore a costume, including
Katrina the Bee.  There was still candy left over at this
writing!

Dec 09 Michael Dorn (Worf)
Dec 13 Christopher Plummer (Chang, ST VI)
Dec 25 Rick Berman (Producer)
Dec 28 Nichelle Nichols (Uhura)
Dec 16 Danny Potts
Dec 03 Marcia Jones

Previous Balance: 351.30
Income:  0.00 Renewals
Expenses: -4.80 postage

-12.00 Food
-0.00 Printing costs

New Balance: 335.50
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Command  Staff

Pete  Mohney,  Rear Admiral, Commanding Officer

Danny  Potts,  Commodore – First Officer

Neil  Yawn,Colonel - Second Officer

Executive  Committee

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain

Denby  Potts, Commodore

Dennis  Evans, Captain

Sciences

Roy  Green, Lt Col - Archaeology and Anthropology

Neil  Yawn, Col - Meteorology Specialist, SFMD

Computer  Sciences

Mark  Lindsay, Cmdr, Chief

Navigation

Vacant

Engineering

Vacant

Cadet  Training

Nicholas  Mohney, Petty Officer Third Class

Michelle  Lindsay, Junior Cadet Specialist

Matthew  Potts

Katrina  Mohney

Haley  Youngblood

Unassigned  Crew  and  Civilians

Dean  Meadows

Loma  Brown

Wayne  Crowe

David  Fell,  CPO

James  Fell,  Lt.  

Kristi  Fell,  Captain

Ron  Fell,  RAdm

Operations

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain, Chief of Operations and Counselor

Denby  Potts,Commodore, Ships Stores Officer and Secretary

Pete  Mohney, Rear Admiral, Technical Information Officer

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Stampede Coordinator, SFMD

Lynnette  Yawn, Ens, Ship's Galley Officer

Marines

Roy  Green, Lt Col

Neil  Yawn, Col, SFMD

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj

Communications

Dennis  Evans, Cmdr, Chief

Mark  Lindsay, Cmdr

Pat  Simmons, Lt Cmdr

Security

Roy  Green, Lt Col, Security Intelligence, Chief

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj

Medical

Neil  Yawn, Col, Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Vice Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Pamela  Lindsay, Lt Cmdr, Acting Chief Medical Officer, Detatched

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj, SFMD

VTT!IFQIBFTUVT
DPNNBOE!TUSVDUVSF



There is a date on the mailing label on your Anvil, which shows
your Hephaestus expiration date, when you will cease receiving
your newsletter. I will include a renewal reminder note in your last
Anvil, encouraging you to renew. You can, of course, renew when-
ever you like! It will always extend your membership by a year.

The following is a list of those whose Starfleet International
membership expiration dates are known (I have your Starfleet
card with your expiration date on it). 
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Member Expires
Cpo Fell, David 30736 12/22/2003
Lt Fell, James 25946 12/22/2003
Capt Fell, Kristi 46372 12/22/2003
Radm Fell, Ron 25944 12/22/2003
Comm Potts, Danny 30776 2/21/2004
Ltcmdr Potts, Denby 50136 2/21/2004
Cdt Potts, Matthew 51599 2/21/2004
Ltcmdr Benton, Sheila 45356 2/21/2004
Cdt Youngblood, Haley 60473 3/8/2004
Kelly, Timothy. 60663 5/20/2004
Cmdr Lindsay, Mark 25760 7/24/2004
Cdt Lindsay, Michelle 31843 7/24/2004

Member Expires
Ltcmdr Lindsay, Pamela 16555 7/24/2004
Ltcmdr Simmons, Patricia 47194 7/28/2004
Ens Youngblood-Yawn, Lynette 55540 8/18/2004
Capt Yawn, Neil 31135 8/18/2004
Ens Crowe, Wayne 56707 9/8/2004
Capt Evans, Dennis 22778 9/25/2004
Cdt Mohney, Katrina 54772 10/12/2004
Po2 Mohney, Nicholas 28322 10/12/2004
Radm Mohney, Pete 13766 10/12/2004
Capt Mohney, Sue Ellen 13218 10/12/2004
Cmdr Green, Roy 19940 10/28/2004

FUN  &  GAMES
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WORDSEARCH

ALEXANDER
JAKE
NEELIX
SELA
VASH
AMANDA
JANEWAY
NOG
SEVEN
VIDIIAN
ARCHER
KAHN

O'BRIEN
SISKO
VINA
BASHIR
KAZON
ODO
SOONG
VORGON
BEVERLY
KES
PARIS
SPOCK
WESLEY
BORG
KIM
PHLOX
SPOT
WORF
CHAKOTAY
KIRK
PICARD
SULU
XINDI
CHEKOV
KLINGON
PIKE
TORRES
YAR
DATA
LA FORGE
PORTHOS
TOSK
DAVID

LEETA
QUARK
T'POL
DAX
LOCUTUS
RAND
TRAVIS
DOCTOR
LORE
RIKER
TRIP
GUINAN
MALCOM
ROM
TROI
HOSHI
Mc COY
ROMULAN
TUVOK
HUGH
MORN
SCOTT
UHURA

Find the Trek words to
the right in the above
puzzle.  Words run in all
directions.

created by Pat Simmons
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Chosen Realm

Directed By: Roxann Dawson

Notes:

10/15/03: The Starship Enterprise will lend a hand to
some new aliens called ‘Triannons’ in the currently-untitled
twelfth episode of STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE, according to
new information provided TrekWeb. 

Presently known as “Untitled Sphere,” suggesting the
story has to do with the mysterious Expanse spheres
encountered in “Anomaly” and again in “Exile,” the episode
will involve a slew of guest roles. When the Enterprise
lends medical attention and repair work to a damaged
Triannon vessel, the crew’s act of kindness is returned
with a takeover of the ship. 

When leader ‘D’Jamat’ sets the Enterprise on a propri-
etary course, ‘Captain Archer’ sabotages the ship to bring
it out of warp. ‘Trip’ tells D’Jamat that the EPS manifolds
are the problem and he sends his engineer ‘Nablis’ and
another man, ‘Yarrick’, to investigate. Archer intercepts
and stuns Nablis and tries to appeal to Yarrick’s better
judgment in hopes of regaining control of the Enterprise. 

The Triannons would seem to be spiritual people and at
one early point argue over the virtue of technological
progress in a dinner with the captain and ‘T’Pol’. They also
haven’t achieved warp 5 capability yet, their ship hoping
to manage warp 2 after Trip’s repairs. Other guest roles
include a female Triannon named ‘Indava’ and an associ-
ate named ‘Jareb’.

Proving Ground

Written By: Chris Black 

Directed By: David Livingston

Guest Cast:

Scott MacDonald as Xindi Reptilian 

Tucker Smallwood as Xindi Humanoid 

Rick Worthy as Xindi Sloth 

Randy Oglesby as Degra 

Jeffrey Combs as Shran 

Molly Brink as Talas 

Ted Sutton as Andorian General 

Josh Drennen as Degra’s Assistant 

Notes:

10/22/03: ENTERPRISE will welcome back the
Andorians and Jeff Combs’s character ‘Shran’ in an unlikely
place later this season—the Expanse. 

In details for the thirteenth episode, “Proving Ground,”
provided to TrekWeb, the Enterprise seeks assistance from
Shran when they run into each other in the Expanse. The
mission is to work together and steal the Xindi weapon of
mass destruction. But unbeknownst to Archer and his
crew, Shran has orders from Andorian command to seize
the weapon for their own use against the Vulcans. 

Star Trek Enterprise
Air Date Ep # Title
01/14/03 164 Chosen Realm

01/21/04 165 Proving Ground

01/??/04 166 Unknown

02/??/04 167 [Untitled Romance]
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Shran objects, feeling comradeship toward Archer, but
his female officer ‘Talas’ nonetheless works clandestinely
to sabotage the Enterprise’s efforts. “Proving Ground” may
also feature the Xindi Council, with scenes including the
Xindi-Humanoid ‘Degra’ and his assistant.

Untitled

Notes:

11/11/03: Hold on ENTERPRISE fans, it’s about to get
interesting. In the as-yet-untitled fifteenth episode of the
show, according to early plot information, Connor
Trinneer’s ‘Trip’ and Jolene Blalock’s ‘T’Pol’ will face difficult
feelings for one another. 

In the episode, Trip begins courting a female MACO offi-
cer, even giving her neuro-pressure treatments. When the
young woman, ‘Amanda’, reports to Sickbay with a
headache from the session, ‘Phlox’ summons ‘T’Pol, who is
surprised that Trip is practicing the technique with some-
one else. 

Trip and Amanda continue to flirt during a training ses-
sion and T’Pol becomes distracted by watching them. The
Vulcan finally has a neuro-pressure session with Amanda,
who talks constantly about Trip. When Trip comes for his
regular session, T’Pol confronts him and they are unable
to hide their feelings anymore. They give in to a kiss and
much more...

‘Elizabeth  Cutler’  Actress  Kellie  Waymire  Dies
Suddenly  at  Age  35

News has reached the STAR TREK world that VOYAGER
and ENTERPRISE guest actress Kellie Waymire has sud-
denly passed away at the age of 35. Waymire died last
Thursday according to sources, the cause unknown. 

Waymire endeared herself to TREK fans most recently as
‘Elizabeth Cutler’ on ENTERPRISE. In the show’s first sea-
son, she appeared in three episodes: “Strange New
World,” “Dear Doctor,” and “Two Days and Two Nights.”
Cutler had become an early source of romantic interest for
John Billingsley’s ‘Doctor Phlox’. 

ENTERPRISE wasn’t her first trip in space, as she
appeared in the VOYAGER sixth season episode “Muse.”
Waymire had also been a part of the short-lived Fox come-
dy series THE PITTS just a few months ago. She also had
recent guest stints on NYPD BLUE, CSI, and SIX FEET
UNDER. She also recently filmed an episode of the Bryan
Fuller (writer/producer, VOY)-created WONDERFALLS. 

The actress had recently been involved in a stage pro-
duction at the 24th Street Theatre in Los Angeles. The
cast and crew of KATE CRACKERNUTS has dedicated the
final performances of the show on November 21st and
22nd to the actress: 

“We dedicate this production of KATE CRACKERNUTS to
Kellie Waymire, for without her genius and professional-
ism, we never could have created this kooky world of
‘Kate.’” 

Waymire was recently interviewed by StarTrek.com.
Thanks to TrekToday for contributing to this story.
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Writer  Mike  Sussman  Talks  “Twilight”  and  More!

TrekWeb was pleased to bring you a live ENTERPRISE
chat event last night. Visitors expecting to hear from exec-
utive story editor Andre Bormanis were surprised to learn
that writer and producer Mike Sussman (recently promot-
ed from co-producer) offered to step in when Andre was
unable to attend. 

Sussman has been credited with writing and co-writing
many of ENTERPRISE’s memorable episodes, including
“Shadows of P’Jem,” “Future Tense,” “Regeneration,”
“Anomaly,” and this week’s very own “Twilight.” Sussman
came to ENTERPRISE from VOYAGER and worked with
partner Phyllis Strong for several years before going solo
in ENTERPRISE’s third season. 

Special thanks to Mike for the quick turn around on the
chat and for answering questions for a full two hours! We
hope he’ll be able to join us again some time! 

Transcript: 11/06/03 

SteveKrutzler: Welcome everyone to TrekWeb’s first
live chat in a year! Our scheduled guest Andre Bormanis,
ENTERPRISE’s executive story editor and science consult-
ant, was unable to attend but his colleague Mike Sussman
graciously has agreed to step in for him tonight!

MikeSussman: I apologize to everyone who was
expecting Andre... please keep the questions about string
theory to a minimum.

(We hope Andre can join us online soon!) 

SteveKrutzler: Thanks, Mike, for joining at such short
notice, and we hope to see Andre soon.

MikeSussman: Andre sends his best and he’s sorry he
couldn’t make it.

SteveKrutzler: Mike Sussman is a writer for ENTER-
PRISE, and has recently been named a producer on the
show. Mike has written many of the prequel series’s
episodes, including “Shadows of P’Jem,” “Future Tense,”
“Regeneration,” “Anomaly” and most recently, last night’s
“Twilight”. Mike previously worked with writing partner
Phyllis Strong and this season has been credited solo on
“Anomaly” and “Twilight.” Any opening remarks you’d like
to offer, Mike?

MikeSussman: Just that this is my first online chat...
...and thanks for having me. :)

SteveKrutzler: We’re very happy to have you and
again, thanks for coming at such short notice!

MikeSussman: No problem.

SteveKrutzler: Well, let’s begin with questions!

Everyone, please send your questions for Mike by typing:
/msg SteveKrutzler your question here. Dex asks: I really
enjoyed “Twilight”, as I thought that episode was extreme-
ly well executed consistently on all fronts. However, the
one gripe I have is that Archer not remembering anything.
I was wondering why you wrote it like that. Thanks

MikeSussman: Hmmm...”Archer not remembering any-
thing” was really the basic idea for the show. The central
notion was that someone with Alzheimer’s disease, in
some ways, could be thought of as a time-traveller...

SteveKrutzler: deannatroi asks: First of all just wanted
to say how much I enjoyed “Twilight” last night. It is now
my favourite Enterprise episode. I especially enjoyed the
wonderful Archer/T’Pol interaction. I thought it was inter-
esting how T’Pol didn’t answer Archer’s question of how
evolved their relationship had become. I’m curious, would
you like to see their relationship go beyond friendship in
later seasons?

MikeSussman: Thanks, deannatroi, I’m glad you liked
it. I’m not sure... I thought Scott and Jolene did a wonder-
ful job and have such great chemistry.

SteveKrutzler: technical difficulties (gotta love ‘em)
Mike is back with us...

MikeSussman: Sorry guys

SteveKrutzler: The_Tom asks: Hey Mike, hopefully this
will be yet another question from someone totally fawning
with praise after seeing “Twilight.” A quick question about
the Xindi who got Cochraned in the throat—did you or
anyone on staff intend more nefarious arc-on-the-whole
reasons behind why he was specifically looking for Archer?
It seemed like our reptilian friend seemed very committed
to finding Archer’s cabin and killing him.

MikeSussman: Good question. I think the Xindi was
going into Archer’s quarters because there was a guard
posted outside... And he figured there might be someone
or something important in there... OR... he may have been
specifically looking for the Captain for some reason.
Perhaps he didn’t get the memo from Admiral Forrest that
T’Pol was now in command.

SteveKrutzler: NX-02 asks: Mike, another question. I
believe this one is a reall interesting one. About the Xindi,
as they are building a planet killer, why not make it as the
cone shape (EP: The Doomsday Machine - the planet
smasher) object that James T Kirk encounter later on in
the future instead of that Xindi ball shape device?

MikeSussman: If I remember the “Doomsday
Machine”... The Planet-Killer was in fact from “another
galaxy”, if you believe Spock. Could I be a bigger geek for
knowing that off the top of my head. Since the Xindi plan-
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et-killer (great word, isn’t it?) is from the Expanse, it prob-
ably wouldn’t be the right thing to do.

SteveKrutzler: Reklaw: ‘Fusion’ and ‘Stigma’ were great
elaborations of Vulcan society and of T’Pol specifically. Can
we expect more episodes that will add dimension to the
Vulcans? And, is T’Pol’s degenerative condition going to be
followed up on?

MikeSussman: We’re certainly keeping T’Pol’s condition
in mind... I’m not a hundred percent certain you’ll see it
followed up this season... I’m not a hundred percent cer-
tain you’ll see it followed up this season... Whoops, I’m
caught in a temporal loop

SteveKrutzler: at least you can remember it ;-) 

MikeSussman: I’m sure it will be followed up eventual-
ly. 

SteveKrutzler: RedFyre: Would you like to push the
envelope as we saw in Twilight, but not hit the reset but-
ton at the end of the episode?

MikeSussman: If we didn’t hit the “reset button” I
don’t know what next week’s show would be! Probably
just an hour of floating debris and corpses... yeech

SteveKrutzler: cubbie866 asks: I think “Twilight” is the
best Enterprise episode so far. Will you be writing many
more Xindi arc episodes this season? Keep up the fantastic
work.

MikeSussman: Thanks, cubbie. I’m working on another
Xindi show right now. I probably can’t say much about it
without getting called into the principal’s office tomorrow.
But it’s a fun show centered around a Xindi-Humanoid
known as Degra. He was in last week’s episode, “The
Shipment.” 

SteveKrutzler: Dominic Keating just recently mentioned
that he may be intimately involved in a Xindi Council
episode coming up...?

MikeSussman: You know, I read the news item on
Trekweb, but honestly, I know nothing about it. I’ve been
in seclusion while working on my new script, but it would-
n’t surprise me.

SteveKrutzler: Seclusion? That sounds interesting...
care to discuss briefly your writing method? I’m sure many
aspiring scribes want to know!

MikeSussman: My “method” (if I have one) is to get to
the office early and just start writing... ...that way, I can
get all of the “goofing off” out of the way and by the time
normal people roll into work, I’m just getting started.

SteveKrutzler: Longtime Trekker asks: One of the most
under rated villians in Star Trek history is in my opinion

the Gorn. Do you see any chance of the Gorn storyline
devoloping in the near future?

MikeSussman: Whoa! I love the Gorn. We talked about
a Gorn show last season... David Goodman was working
on it, if I remember. David, you’re here, aren’t you? Like
you’ve got anything better to do. I kid Mr. Goodman.
There are some continuity issues with the Gorn.

SteveKrutzler: David is a pretty big fan of the show
from what I’ve read

MikeSussman: “Arena” seemed to be a “first contact”
scenario, so if we did use the Gorn, we’d have to be very
careful. I’m not overly optomistic that we’ll see them any-
time soon.

MikeSussman: David, is, like me, a huge TOS fan.

SteveKrutzler: NX-02 asks about “Similitude”: Mike, I
was reading that in an upcoming episode Tucker will be in
an accident, and therefore the doctor will be doing some
kind of cloning. How do you explain how they will bring
back all the memories & knowledge of tucker in that new
clone? WIll T’Pol be performing someking of Faltorpan
(The refusion) like Spock in the movie Serach for Spock?

MikeSussman: I wish I could tell you more about
“Similitude”. It’s written by Manny Coto, our new Co-EP

SteveKrutzler: [co-executive producer, formerly of
ODYSSEY 5]

MikeSussman: But I can tell you there will be no faltor-
pan ceremony in the show.

SteveKrutzler: HybridStatement asks: Are there any
plans for the Romulan War to be featured on the show?

MikeSussman: There are no immediate plans... Earth
has its hands full with the Xindi at the moment. I heard
that John Logan had a pitch for one (or more) episodes
revolving around the topic. We’ve certainly talked about it
at length. Obviously there are all sorts of continuity
issues... Will we see their faces, etc. If we can find a way
to do it, I’m sure it’ll happen. 

SteveKrutzler: I’ve always thought you could do it by
showing Romulans on their ships or home planet, but
never have the main characters make visual contact. Sort
of like the Dominion leadership scenes in DS9.

MikeSussman: That’s an interesting approach. That’s
how they did it in “Balance of Terror,” come to think of it.
Until the very end of the episode of course.

SteveKrutzler: Shepherd asks: Mike, your work domi-
nates most everyones top 10 list...at least 6 of my top 10
are your eps including the top 3. That being the case, I
was wondering how much does your new producer duties
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give you added influance on the direction of the show as
opposed to just being a writer?

MikeSussman: Thanks, Shepherd. My former writing
partner Phyllis certainly shares in that I don’t think the
title really means all that much. Writing, breaking stories,
coming up with new ideas... That’s been the job since I
got here and continues to be the focus.

SteveKrutzler: I’ve noticed less episodes explicitly writ-
ten by Rick and Brannon this year. Has there been any sig-
nificant difference in the writing process this season?

MikeSussman: Not really... What you learn very quickly
once you’re lucky enough to be working in TV is that the
name on the screen isn’t necessarily the person...

SteveKrutzler: Steve juggles to entertain the crowd for
a moment during technical glitch

MikeSussman: What I was saying is that Rick and
Brannon do a tremendous amount of work on every
episode not just the ones that say “teleplay by Rick and
Brannon”. For instance... People have said some very kind
things about “Anomaly,” and I appreciate that. But it was a
difficult script... Brannon easily wrote half of it. He’s
entirely responsible for what I think is the best part of that
show... ...the confrontation in the airlock with the space
pirate. But that was all Brannon; his concept, his dialogue.
I think I burned all copies of my pass on that scene. I just
wasn’t getting it. So in a roundabout way I’m saying that
Brannon and Rick are as busy writing and developing sto-
ries as they’ve ever been.

SteveKrutzler: Htown asks: I think twilight is the best
episode of Enterprise yet. However, once again Ensign
Mayweather was given nothing to do. He got a single line,
then died with no acknowlegement of his passing. For
your next script, can you please give Travis something to
do? :)

MikeSussman: Travis is a fine character and we could
certainly find more for him to do. I know it must be frus-
trating for some of the other actors since most of ours
scripts focus on Archer, T’Pol and Trip. Travis initially had
more to do in “Twilight,” but I screwed up. He was in the
teaser and some other scenes, but I had to write him out
after I realized he was already “dead”. I’d hoped the
impact of his death would underscore the dire nature of
their situation. It wasn’t meant as a slight to the character
or to Anthony. We killed off the entire crew, after all... but
I agree Travis may have died too soon.

SteveKrutzler: MattJC asks: I know this isn’t a question
regarding “Twilight” but, have there been any plans to
bring back Colonel Grat or any Tandarans? They seem to
have disappeared after 2 episodes

MikeSussman: To my knowledge, there aren’t any plans.
It was great having Dean Stockwell on the show. Love to
have him back if we have a story for him. I read online
somewhere that he should appear on our show as “Al.”—
“Sam, you’re not REALLY a starship Captain.” 

SteveKrutzler: degra asks: in Twilight’ s teaser we see
the probe emerge from energy portal with two or three
ships. Two questions: Did Enterprise chase the ships all
the way from expanse or did they all emerge from portal?
Were those xindi ships escorting the weapon why if it just
appaeared out of nowhere? Could you clear up that
scene?

MikeSussman: Hmmm... I think Enterprise followed them
through the vortex. I don’t know how else the ship
could’ve gotten to Earth in time. There may have been
other portals... or vortices as the Xindi call them... that we
didn’t see. We’ve established (I think) that most of their
ships can travel through one of these “subspace vortices.”

SteveKrutzler: When I read an interview with RDMcNeill
(the director “Twilight”), he indicated the challenges of the
script calling for the bridge blowing up scene. When I saw
the episode I noticed it was mainly just a visual FX shot.
Was something more elaborate (from the inside?) original-
ly planned or written and abandoned due to time/budget?

MikeSussman: I think the shot as initially proposed
showed some of the destruction from the POV inside the
Bridge... We talked at one point of putting people on wires
and flying them off the set. But they did something similar
in “Nemesis”. I was blown away when I saw the final
effects shot! I thought Dan Curry and his team did a stu-
pendous job on “Twilight”

SteveKrutzler: Someone mentioned the Vulcans earlier
and in “Twilight” I noticed that Soval seemed rather uncar-
ing or unconcerned at the fact that a neighboring planet
of a 100-year ally had just been completely obliterated.
Was there any discussion of this decision or did it come
out the way you envisioned it?

MikeSussman: I’m sure they were very concerned. At
one point, we considered showing a Vulcan cruiser making
a valiant last stand at Earth. And we did establish that
they were trying to aid the Earth convoys. If Soval seemed
“uncaring,” it may have been that Earth had been
destroyed many months prior. He was now concerned
about the convoys... and more specifically, T’Pol. 

SteveKrutzler: Mike will still take “Twilight” questions...
Here is a question that is a follow-up on an earlier one
and many people have asked a similar version so I’ll ask it
directly... There was a clear hint at a T’Pol/Archer intimacy
in “Twilight.” Are there any plans to take this further? Is
romance in the air or will this always be only a tease?
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MikeSussman: Maybe they’ll release the NC-17 version
on DVD... We left it open-ended, but if there was intimacy,
I don’t think there was a lot of it. Just my opinion. I think
T’Pol was stuck on Ceti Alpha for twelve years... she goes
into heat once every seven years... ...just a matter of
doing the math. ;)

SteveKrutzler: (nice!) lol... ok.... Jadzia-Dax asks: Mike
- was Archer’s “You’d make a good Nurse” comment at the
end of “Twilight” a nod to TOS?

MikeSussman: Er... no. :) There were plenty of TOS
“nods” in that show without people making up their own.

SteveKrutzler: degra takes a break from plotting the
death of humanity to ask: The scene of the gigantic
wepaon in the teaser was magnificient but I was wonder-
ing how much is Xindi ingenuity and how much is future
faction input?

MikeSussman: Good question, Degra. As the architect
of the weapon, I would’ve thought you’d know, but what-
ever...

SteveKrutzler: he’s playing nice Xindi tonight

MikeSussman: In all honesty, I’m not sure if it’s been
decided yet. The weapon is probably a mixture of Xindi
and future technology. As for the percentages... I’m not
sure. 

SteveKrutzler: Shepherd asks: How does the “mean
Xindi” in Twilight play off the “nice Xindi” in “The
Shipment”...can we expect to see our heroes play one off
the other a good deal?

MikeSussman: I’m not sure I understand the question,
but I think we’ll see Xindi with differing opinions on the
conflict with Earth. The Xindi are obviously a species with
a lot of “issues” to work out. They should be in therapy.

SteveKrutzler: Ok everyone, here is the last question
coming up, and I know it gets a little into the future....
You mentioned that the Xindi have a lot of problems, and
earlier you mentioned that Degra would get some more
screen time. Recently I’ve been marvelling at how much
depth the characters of Weyoun and Dukat had on DS9,
some of the franchise’s best villains in my opinion. Weyoun
had a blend of evil with comedy that made him so memo-
rable... will Degra or other Xindi leaders get similar scene-
chewing time to really flesh out their characters?

MikeSussman: The show I’m working on now is, I
hope, one that will flesh out Degra... we’ll learn more
about him and his motivations. It’ll also tell us more about
the Xindi and the real reason their Council was formed... I
don’t know that he’ll be chewing any scenery, though. On
a related note, I’m told that Jeff Combs was devouring

some of our sets today. “Proving Ground” is going to be a
great episode for all the Shran fans out there. Wonderful
script by the great Chris Black. Chris, of course, is #2 on
Xenoclone’s Power Rankings. 

SteveKrutzler: I recall last we saw him in “Cease Fire”
(is that right?) that Shran had some great dialogue and
started to really take on some dimensionality ala Weyoun

SteveKrutzler: Well with those teases, we’ll call it a
night! Thanks, Mike, for spending much longer than you
anticipated with us tonight, and on short notice! 

MikeSussman: My pleasure

SteveKrutzler: Xenoclone, as in TrekWeb’s Xenoclone?

MikeSussman: Yes, I believe it may be the same per-
son

SteveKrutzler: We hope you’ll be able to join us again
some time and thanks for all your work on ENT. We know
sometimes the Internet isn’t the most friendly place but
despite all our opinions, I think I speak for most fans
when I say that we all wish the show the best.

MikeSussman: Thanks, Steve.

SteveKrutzler: With that, I’ll let people start talking...
thanks Mike!

MikeSussman: Night, guys!
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Scott  Bakula:  Season  Two  Slump  UPN’s  Fault;  Actor
Says  It  Was  “Never”  the  Show

STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE
leading actor Scott Bakula
(‘Archer’) talks in the latest
issue of the UK’s STAR TREK
Monthly, this time laying blame
squarely on the shoulders of
network UPN for the series’s
sophomore ratings slump. 

“We weren’t helped out by
scheduling issues from our
own network,” Bakula says in
excerpts available at Sci-Fi
Pulse. “They certainly didn’t

need to run our final episode opposite the AMERICAN
IDOL finale, but they chose to. I think that, in my opinion,
the show was as good as or better than the first season,
when our numbers were terrific.” 

The former QUANTUM LEAP star says UPN insisted its
advertising dollars were better spent on trying to promote
new shows last season. 

“It’s been fairly well talked about, but for whatever rea-
sons, UPN chose to spend their money, the majority of
their money—because they always argue this whenever
we bring it up—on new shows, and they felt that they pro-
moted us sufficiently,” he says. “The reality is that they
only promoted us, for the most part, on their own network
that’s not being watched by very many people in the first
place, I think that you have to be more creative than
that.” 

Bakula says he doesn’t believe the show declined in
quality last season. 

“There we were and [then there was] the normal second
year attrition and a couple of other factors,” Bakula
explains. “But did I ever think that it was the show? No. I
never thought that it was the show.” 

The actor says the new Expanse story line provides an
excellent opportunity for people who have tuned out to
give the show a second chance. 

“It’s a great time to sample ENTERPRISE again or maybe
discover it for the first time.”

Dominic  Keating  Reveals  Next  Step  in  Xindi  Arc,
Talks  ENT  Ratings  Battles

STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE actor Dominic Keating (‘Reed’)
talks in the latest issue of Dreamwatch magazine, now out
in the United Kingdom, about the action-packed third sea-

son and the ever-present ratings
struggle. 

“I’ve had a lot more action and
running around with guns and stuff
since the changes were implement-
ed,” he says in excerpts available
at Sci-Fi Pulse. “We’re all there at
Paramount more than we ever
were. My workload has gone up
exponentially. The days have been
longer and I’ve had less time to
pick up my dry cleaning, go to the
gym, go to the bank and do other
things. It’s a lot of hours. And

that’s because it takes longer to do an action scene than a
talking scene. There’s more shooting involved. There are
more camera moves. You shoot action scenes, usually, in

smaller pieces and the scene is put together in the editing
room.” 

Malcolm Reed will be front and center in the action as
season three continues to unfold, the actor revealing that
his character will go on a special mission in an as-yet
unknown future episode. 

“I think I have an episode coming up in which I’ll be
infiltrating the Xindi council, so that should be fun,” he
says. 

The action is just one of the things producers hoped
would help reclaim viewers for the series this season after
audience erosion. Keating says no one is taking their so-
called “seven-year” contracts for granted and he hopes the
show is turning a corner for the better. 

“I can’t see Viacom letting this just dribble down the
drain,” he says. “I go to conventions and talk to fans.
There’s such a groundswell of support for this show. Yeah,
they bitch a bit about continuity and stuff that niggles
them, but all in all if you ask them, ‘Do you want to have
a show or don’t you want to have a show?’ they’d rather
have a show.”
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Blueskins  are  Back!  Jeff  Combs  Aboard  for
“Proving  Ground”  -  Production  Report

The official STAR TREK web site has published its latest
production report, this for the Andorian episode “Proving

Ground.” Episode number thir-
teen, the production marks the
halfway point for STAR TREK:
ENTERPRISE’s third season. 

Donning the blue makeup again
is prolific TREK guest actor Jeffrey
Combs as ‘Shran’, the Andorian
general from “Shadows of P’Jem”
and “Cease Fire.” If you’re won-
dering how the Andorians catch
up to the Enterprise in the
Delphic Expanse (we certainly

were), it’s due to their faster warp engines. Shran tells
Archer he’s there to “help an ally” (unlike those pesky
Vulcans). 

“This schedule began Thursday, October 30, and ran for
seven days, taking place entirely inside the three
Paramount soundstages the show normally occupies,”

writes the site. “The first day was devoted to Xindi Council
Chamber scenes, putting several recurring Xindi charac-
ters... “ 

According to the report, Combs figured prominently in
the shoot, working all week. “Proving Ground” will also
mark some Andorian firsts. 

“He participated in scenes on the NX-01 Bridge, Captain’s
Mess, Command Center and Ready Room. He also got to
sit in his own Captain’s Chair, in our first look at the inside
of an Andorian ship. Those swing sets consisted of the
Andorian Bridge and Shran’s Ready Room.” 

The episode will also feature Randy Oglesby as the
Xindi-Humanoid ‘Degra’, who is testing the Xindi planet-
killer weapon from his own ship in the story. Actress Molly
Brink guests as ‘Talas’, another of Shran’s perky female
subordinates who, this time, must work with Dominic
Keating’s ‘Malcolm Reed’. 

Directed by David Livingston (“Impulse”) and written by
Chris Black (“Cease Fire”), “Proving Ground” is slated to
air on UPN January 21st. Check out this page for more
information and more photos from the shoot.

Critics  Hot  and  Cold  on  Patrick  Stewart’s  CARE-
TAKER  Debut  on  Broadway

STAR TREK star Patrick Stewart debuted to mixed
reviews in a new produc-
tion of THE CARETAKER
on Broadway last night at
the American Airlines the-
ater. The play by Harold
Pinter explores the rela-
tionship of a vagabond
(Stewart) with two well-
to-do brothers who hold
the tramp’s prospects at

their very whim. 

Elysa Gardener at USA Today awards the show ¾ stars
and credits the performances with keeping Pinter’s mes-
sage meaningful: “Davies is a tricky character, one who
inspires our pity and grudging admiration even as his
capacity for deception and cruelty becomes increasingly
apparent. Perhaps it’s the unappetizing look of his sur-
roundings, but Stewart shows none of his usual proclivity
for scenery chewing; his nuanced portrait never reduces
Davies to the cartoon character he could easily become in
less capable hands.” 

Writing for the Associated Press, Michael Kuchwara calls
Stewart’s performance “genial” and out of place, however:
“Stewart mines the play for laughs, which is OK, but then
fails to tap into the nastiness and eventual desperation
that should drive his character.” 

The AP concludes that the play’s set design does a much
better job at conveying the hopelessness of the story:
“John Lee Beatty’s remarkably cluttered attic set, a
gloomy, junk-filled room, goes a long way toward suggest-
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ing a disturbing environment. It has a sense of foreboding
that the rest of this production of THE CARETAKER lacks.” 

Ben Brantley of the New York Times agrees, writing, “As
Davies, Mr. Stewart plays Pinter as if it were Dickens. He’s
a grand old bum, as seigneurial in Aston’s digs as, in
Dickens, Little Dorrit’s snobbish jailbird of a father. The
geriatric mannerisms—the tremor in the voice, the short-
ness of breath—seem affected, as if he might throw them
off any second, like the oddly biblical-looking coat he
wears for his entrance.” 

The Time feels Stewart never fully sells the role: “While
he rises to flashes of scorching malice in the third act, he’s
basically a straight man for the brothers. And you never
think—as you must—that Davies is ever in control.” 

Charles Greenwood of Daily Variety (subscription) echoes
similar criticisms: “The menace has gone missing in the
Roundabout Theater Co.’s revival of Harold Pinter’s THE
CARETAKER. Suspense takes a holiday, too, in David
Jones’ oddly cozy and ultimately wan staging of a play
that should positively ooze unease...” 

The Newark Star Ledger says the play, which originally
debuted over forty years ago, doesn’t appeal to the mod-
ern audience and describes this production as a “yawn”:
“Director David Jones’ plodding staging takes well over
two hours to relate this scenario, and the tedium grows
like moss. A greater sense of potential danger—or at least
some sort of suspense—is required to maintain one’s inter-
est in these people mired in their various hazy illusions...
Stewart portrays Davies as a spry old coot, the resonant
grandeur of his melodious voice suggesting that the char-
acter really might have been someone of substance.” 

Clive Barnes at the New York Post enjoyed the play,
however, praising Stewart’s performance: “Stewart, shifty
and arrogant by turn, proves splendidly braggart as the
drifter Davies, wonderfully uncertain of the ground he’s
spitting on.” 

THE CARETAKER is currently playing at the American
Airlines Theater at 227 West 42nd Street through January
4th. Visit the Roundabout Theatre Company for showtimes
and ticket info.

VOYAGER  Season  One  DVD  to  Include  Genevieve
Bujold  Footage,  Plus  Package  Art  and  Specs

The official STAR TREK web site has posted the first
photo of the new STAR TREK: VOYAGER season DVD box
sets, hitting stores beginning in 2004. Season one will
arrive February 24th, holding all fifteen episodes of the
show’s inaugural season and a slew of extra features
including: 

New interviews with creators Rick Berman, Michael Piller,
and Jeri Taylor about the show’s genesis 

Lead actress Kate Mulgrew will talk in new and archival
interview footage in a program devoted to her casting. 

THE FIRST CAPTAIN: GENEVIEVE BUJOLD will reveal
rare footage of the originally-cast actress as ‘Janeway’. 

CAST REFLECTIONS will include the rest of the cast, and
Armin Shimerman on his “Caretaker” turn. 

Director Rick Kolbe amd producer David Livingston offer
a tour of the desert location used for “Caretaker.” 

RED ALERT, a special visual effects featurette with Dan
Curry. 

LAUNCHING VOYAGER ON THE WEB, with web designer
Marc Wade about the early efforts to use the Internet to
promote the show. 

Science consultant Andre Bormanis will talk season one’s
spatial phenomena in his own segment. 

LOST TRANSMISSIONS, the VOYAGER sets’ version of
DS9’s SECTION 31 HIDDEN FILES, including bite-sized
interviews with various personalities.


